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New parameter inference method for multiple lead-
time calibration of precipitation forecasts

ABSTRACT

Statistical  calibration  methods are  a  well-established strategy to generate ensemble forecasts 

that are unbiased, coherent and reliable  at  individual lead times, and for accumulations in  

space and  time. Establishing  calibration  methods requires an archive of historical forecasts 

and concurrent observations. NWP models are evolving rapidly and are computationally 

intensive to run ,  particularly at  higher  spatial and temporal resolutions. This is a  challenge  

for operational  calibration  methods as archives of forecasts are often short (e.g. ,  <24 months) 

when NWP models become operational. Most statistical  calibration   methods establish models 

separately  for individual lead time s . As a result, a large number of parameter sets are infe r r ed 

and these can  often  be  incoherent across lead times. In this  st u dy  we introduce a new parameter 

inference strategy to improve robustness of  the  calibration  when archives of NWP forecasts 

are limited. 

We use  the  catchment-scale  hydrological  precipitation  pre-processing method  (CHyPP) to  

calibrate  forecasts from  the  Australian  ACCESS -G   NWP model.  Using  CHyPP model 

parameters  estimated  separately for  individual  lead times , w e show that some parameters are 

strongly related to either lead time or time of day, and identify simple statistical methods to 

describe these relationships.  P arameter inference is reformulated to make use of these 

statistical relationships. The new parameter inference recognizes that the marginal  



distributions of NWP forecast s  and observed precipitation vary diurnally. The new parameter 

inference also takes advantage of the consistent decline in the correlation between NWP 

forecast and observed precipitation to make parameter inference more robust. The new method 

infers model parameters jointly for multiple lead times making CHyPP parsimonious which is 

crucial for operational  calibration  methods.  Calibrated  forecasts are generated using both the 

original and new parameter inference strategies. When long archives of NWP forecasts are 

available, the two inference strategies generate  calibrated  forecasts that have similar 

performance characteristics. However, the forecasts generated using the new parameter 

inference strategy are found to be more accurate and reliable with the short record of NWP 

forecasts.

INTRODUCTION

Accurate   and  reliable  weather  forecasts from  numerical weather prediction (NWP) models  have a wide 

range of application s  and are used routinely by experts and the  gener a l public to prepare for weather 

condit i ons in the near future .  NWP precipitation forecasts are inherently uncertain and subject to  errors 

in  localisation, timing and intensity of precipitation events, which potentially limit their usefulness for  

downstream applications, such as for streamflow forecasting   (Shrestha et al., 2013) .  Statistical 

calibration  is a well-established strategy for reducing the systematic component of these errors, such as 

bias, and quantifying remaining uncertainties.  A variety of  calibration  techniques have been developed 

and used in the past for this purpose  (see, e.g., Wu et al., 2011; Robertson et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017) . 

Most of these techniques share the general approach that historical model errors are used to adjust future 

model outputs. 

Establishing  calibration  methods requires an archive of historical forecasts and concurrent observations  

to generalise the predictive capability in a wide range of weather conditions.  NWP models evolv e  

rapidly and are computationally intensive to run particularly at higher spatial and temporal resolutions.  

Therefore,  archives of forecasts are often short (e.g. <24 months) when NWP models become 

operational   (Puri et al., 2013) .  This is a  challenge  for operational  calibration  methods, particularly 

when a large  number of parameters need to be inferred. 



Most statistical  calibration  methods are  established for individual lead time  and location  separately . 

For example,  Shrestha et al. (2015)  developed catchment-scale hydrological precipitation processor 

(CHyPP) to generate  independently  calibrated univariate distribution s  at each lead time and location.  

The Schaake shuffle is used to link the  calibrated  forecast for each lead time and location to instil  

realistic temporal and spatial correlation s  in the ensemble.  As a result,  many  parameter sets are required 

that  are often incoherent across lead times  and locations ,  particularly  when  a  short archive of NWP 

forecasts  is  used to estimate the model parameters.  In this  study  we introduce a new parameter inference 

strategy  in C H yPP  to improve  its  robustness when archives of NWP forecasts are limited .   This study  

focuses  on  the  parameter inference strategy for temporal coherence . T he  spatial  coherence   for  the model 

parameters is being investigated in a separate study.

In a  previous study ,   Shrestha et al. (2016)  found that  some of the   CHyPP  parameters are strongly related 

to either lead time or time of day, and  here we identify  simple statistical methods to describe these 

relationships.  We call this the ‘new ’  inference method  (to contrast with the ‘original’ inference method) .   

The new inference method  make s  use of these statistical relationships.  For example, the  new inference 

recognizes that the marginal distributions of NWP forecast and observed precipitation vary diurnally. 

The new inference also takes advantage of the consistent decline in the correlation between NWP 

forecast and observed precipitation to make parameter inference more robust.   In this study ,  param e ter 

inference is said to be robust when the model parameters are less sensitive to the length of data used to 

infer  the  parameters . More robust inference   means  the quality of post-processed forecasts are less 

sensitive to the length of data under cross-validation.

We apply  CHyPP   to   calibrate  precipitation  forecasts from  the  Australian  ACCESS -G (Australian 

Community Climate and Earth System Simulator)   NWP model in a  northern Australia n  catchment .  

Precipitation  forecasts are generated using both the original and new parameter inference methods.  The 

performance of the new parameter inference method is compared with the or i ginal inference m e thod 

using a wide range of verifications scores.

STUDY AREA AND DATA

W e  select  the  Daly   River  catchment   (area 52 , 577 km 2 )   in northern Australia  as the focus of this study .  

The catchment  is  divided into subareas  t o simulate spatially distinct runoff responses for hydrological  



forecasting (Figure 1).  CHyPP  is applied  separately to  individual subarea rainfall.  Hourly precipitation 

observations at rain   gauges were supplied by the Bureau of Meteorology. Areal averaging of rainfall 

for subareas was performed with inverse-distance-squared interpolation from gauge locations to subarea 

centroids  (Shrestha et al., 2015) .  Hourly precipitation   observations are accumulated to  3 h  totals to  

match the time step of precipitation forecasts.

Figure 1. Locations of catchment. Subarea delineations and NWP model grid cells (~50 km by
~40 km) are also shown.

We use  precipitation forecasts   generated by the   ACCESS -G  NWP model   (Bureau of Meteorology, 

2012) .   ACCESS-G  APS1  has a horizontal resolution of approximately 40   km.   Forecast s   are  available 

at  a  3 - h  time step.   For this study we use forecasts issued at 00 : 00 UTC. The quality of NWP forecasts 

for the first few hours  is  generally affected by model “spin-up”, so the first 12 h of the forecasts are 

excluded to minimize these effects.  An archive of real-time forecasts for the  71 -month period from 1 

August 2010 to 30  June  201 6  is used.   Subarea rainfall forecasts are derived from the grid d ed rainfall 

forecasts using area-weighted averaging. 

METHOD

CHyPP consists of two steps . The  first step is to use  the  Bayesian joint probability modelling approach 

(BJP) to produce a calibrated forecast ensemble at  each forecast location (e.g., subarea) and lead time 

separately .  The second step is to  use the Schaake shuffle to link the  calibrated  forecast ensembles  at  each 

lead time and location to instil realistic temporal and spatial correlation in the ensemble. 

Original parameter inference

BJP uses  nine parameters to model the joint distribution between the observations and forecasts . In the 

original method, a two-step procedure is used to estimate parameters: 

1. T wo  set s  of  log-sinh  transformation   (Wang et al. 2012)  parameters  and  mean and standard  



deviation  for  the observation  are  inferred for  each lead time .  Similarly,  above four p arameters  

for the forecasts are inferred for each lead time

2. In the second step,  keeping the estimated parameters from the first step fixed,  correlation 

coefficient describing the strength of the relationship between the forecasts and observations is 

inferred for each lead time

Parameters  from the  maximum a posteriori (MAP) solution  are estimated through optimisation  using  

the  Shuffled Complex Evolution (SCE) algorithm.   To  calibrate  forecasts for all lead   times for a single 

location requires 9K parameters, where K is the number of forecast lead times.

New parameter inference

The inference method employs a three-step procedure to estimate the model parameters:

1. A   single set   of  transformation parameters  for the observations  are inferred for  all  lead time s.  

Above procedure is repeated for forecasts. These parameters are fixed in subsequent steps.

2. The  mean and standard deviation for observations are inferred for each time of day to model 

the diurnal  variability  of the observations.  This  procedure is repeated for the forecasts . These 

parameters are fixed in subsequent steps.

3. The  correlation parameter  is  modelled as  a  function of time of day and lead time to consider 

both diurnal  variability  of the forecast and observations , as well as the  decay of the  correlation 

between forecasts and observations with the lead time.

To calibrate forecasts for all lead-times  at  a single location  with the  new inference method results in 4 

transformation parameters, 5 T  parameters describing the diurnal variation  of mean, standard  deviation  

and  correlation  and one parameters describing the decay of correlation parameter , where  T  is the 

number of time day.  This is a significant reduction in the number of parameters to be inferred . For 

example ,   the  new  inference method requires  only 45   parameters  for  ACCESS-G,  compared to 684  

parameters for the original method.

Verification 

In order to assess the robustness of the new inference method, experiments were  established using  

different lengths of training data. We used 3, 6, 12 and 24 months of training data. In order to evaluate  



forecasts on the same period, we designed a leave-next-month-out cross-validation where parameters 

infer r ed from months  m m  to  1m   are used to forecast the month  m , where  m is length of 

training data in months.  Forecasts are evaluated for the  month s from  25 to 71 ( a total of  47 months).  

This cross-validation resembles the operational forecasting setup where forecasts are calibrated on data 

that occur prior to the forecast issue time.  Forecast performance  is  evaluated using bias,  the  continuous 

rank probability score  (CRPS)  to measure the error and  the  probability integral transform (PIT) alpha 

values to measure the reliability.

RESULTS

Figure  2  shows the bias in the raw ACCESS-G forecasts and calibrated forecasts for one of the subareas 

in the Daly catchment, as an example. The bias in the raw rainfall forecasts fluctuate around zero 

throughout the forecast lead times ,   ranging from  -0.5 to 0.5 mm/3h. The biases do not increase or 

decrease with lead times, but change with the time of day.  D iurnal cycles  are  present   in both 

observations and forecasts but are out of phase, resulting in periodic the biases in the raw forecasts.

Figure 2. Bias in raw ACCESS-G and calibrated forecasts as a function of lead in one of the
subareas.

The new parameter inference corrects bias for all lead times and all calibration periods. The bias of the 

calibrated forecasts from the original inference is also smaller than that in the raw forecasts, particularly 

for longer calibration periods. When calibration periods are long, both inference methods perform 

equally. For shorter calibration periods, the original inference produces significantly higher biases at  



than the new inference at certain lead times. When a 3 month calibration period is used, for some lead 

times and cross-validation periods all training data for either or both of the observations or raw NWP 

forecasts are zeros. This impacts both parameter inference methods, and can lead to non-optimal 

parameter sets. However, the new parameter inference method is less sensitive to the presence of zero 

values as parameters are inferred jointly across lead times. This allows information to be transferred 

between lead times and places constraints on parameter estimates.

 
Figure 3. CRPS in raw ACCESS-G and calibrated forecasts as a function of lead in one of the

subareas.

CRPS of the raw ACCESS-G forecasts and the calibrated forecasts from both parameterizations is 

shown in  Figure  3 .  The calibrated forecasts from the new inference have smaller errors than the raw 

ACCESS-G forecasts for all lead times and for all calibration periods. The CRPS of the calibrated 

forecasts from the original inference is also smaller than that in the raw forecasts particularly for the 

longer calibration periods. For the longer calibration periods, both parameterizations perform equally. 

At some lead times, the CRPS of the calibrated forecasts from the original parameterization is 

significantly higher than that from new paramterization particularly for the shorter calibration periods. 

T his is consistent with the result of  bias  ( Figure  2 )  and this poor performance for some lead times is 

due to the non-optimal parameter inference mentioned earlier. 

Similar to bias, CRPS displays a strong diurnal cycle in the raw and calibrated forecasts. As expected, 

the CRPS generally increases with the lead times, but it is unnoticeable due to the strong diurnal cycle. 



Figure 4. PIT-alpha values in the calibrated forecasts as a function of lead time in one of the
subareas.

Figure 4  shows PIT-alpha values for the calibrated forecasts from the original and new inference 

methods. For all calibration periods, PIT-alpha values are close to one, indicating the calibrated 

forecasts from both parameterizations are reliable. For longer periods, calibrated forecasts from both 

inference methods are equally reliable. For shorter periods, reliability of the calibrated forecasts from 

the new inference method is better than that of the original inference method.

CONCLUSIONS

This study present s   a new parameter inference strategy  for CHyPP  to improve robustness of  statistical 

calibration  when archives of NWP forecasts are limited.   In  the original parameter inference  method ,  

model parameters  are  estimated   separately for individual lead times.  Several model parameters follow 

clear patterns related to the time of day and forecast lead time. In this study we develop a new parameter 

inference method to make s  use of these temporal patterns in the model parameters.   The new method 

infers model parameters jointly for multiple lead times.  Calibrated  forecasts are generated using both 

the original and new parameter inference strategies. When long archives of NWP forecasts are available, 

the two inference strategies generate  calibrated  forecasts that have similar performance characteristics. 

However, the forecasts generated using the new parameter inference strategy are found to be  less bias ed ,   

more accurate and reliable  when  short record s  of NWP forecasts  are available .   A key additional benefit 

of the new inference method is a significant reduction in parameters, a crucial attribute for operational 

forecasting.   T he new parameter inference method is less sensitive to the presence of zero values  in the  



precipitaiton data  as parameters are inferred jointly across lead times . For catchment with highly 

seasonal climate,  we do   n o t recommend using only 3 months of data for inference  if all precipitaiton 

values are zero or close to zero. 
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